1) Oct 15 plans:
- Kaghati suggests we close down in sympathy - (RN if you feel ready - that is very difficult - he is going to be the 1st man to leave a war - it is not his war - LBT's war.)
- Kaghati saying the are good people
- "Let's come a come free on Oct 15th - that will show the little bastards." - Kaghati - "Take away the day." - 2.
- The people involved are strictly women - Kaghati knew them.

Note: Day of prayer to end the war yet the people out.

If the P can keep the mullah opposition, rewarded & punished the non-violent - he will have more time to work.

Kaghati: Use the demands to say "P for Peace - He Calls for Peace" - the evening of Oct 15th. P will go on TV and speak out.